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Process

Key Benefits

Prior to ASC606, there was widespread 
variation in the way that companies 
reported results within financial 
statements. This lack of a uniform 
standard made it difficult for investors 
and other interested parties to perform 
accurate comparisons between 

companies. Developed by both the 
International Accounting Standards Board 
(IASB) and the Financial Accounting 
Standard’s Board (FASB), ASC 606 provides 
a framework for businesses to recognize 
revenue and standardizes accounting 
across various industries.

What is ASC606



This new revenue recognition standard affects all businesses that enter into contracts with 
customers to transfer goods or services— which include public, private, and nonprofit entities. 
Both public and privately held companies should, as of 2022, be ASC 606 compliant.

How this affects you

EXPENSING OVERVIEW

If your organization is tracking commissions manually or using legacy systems for 
reporting purposes, it could lead to some major compliance challenges when it comes 
time for auditing. Taking calculated commissions from one system and putting it into 
another is time consuming and prone to human error.  

Spiff’s Commission Expensing tool is the single source of truth for all things commission-
related. The tool automatically pulls data from your current systems and applies 
commission rules within Spiff. Then, with just a few clicks, Spiff creates a report that is 
ASC 606 compliant. This fully automated process significantly reduces human error and 
enhances the accuracy and efficiency of your finance teams.

How we can help



Spiff’s commission expensing tool enables flexible 

rule creation, in a single-page environment. No 

more difficult workflows and no more undue stress. 

Manage exceptions, fringe benefits, commission 

types, and more all within an intuitive interface 

designed by finance experts.

Spiff’s commission expensing tools connect directly 

to both your commission calculations as well as any 

external source of data. Utilize our flexible setup to 

create dynamic expensing rules and let Spiff handle 

the rest. Enjoy accurate expense reports that are 

ready the second you need them.

Flexible, One-Page Setup

Automatic Expensing

Dynamic Calculations

Scalable Portfolios

Enjoy the freedom of dynamic calculations in 

Spiff that allow for easy, granular commission 

expensing without the hassle. Automatically 

apply logic based on any object, field, formula, 

and more, all handled in real-time within Spiff’s 

Commission Designer.

Give finance peace of mind, knowing that 

as your organization scales, Spiff is always 

available to help. Our commission expensing 

tool allows for the easy addition of new 

commission plans, components, exceptions, 

and more with the click of a button.

Key Features

EXPENSING OVERVIEW

Flexible Chart of Account

• Commission Expense Capitalization

• Commission Expense Amortization

• Fringe Benefit Support - optional

Portfolio as 1 delivered “business 
dimension” OOB

Detailed Amortization schedules

Optional Rules for selection and 
exceptions

Support for Multiple commission plans

Additional Features

FX currency support with FX  
rates automation

Dynamic dates and support for pro-ration

Detailed Debit / Credit accounting entries

Summaries per portfolio and ledger account

Flexible amortization start / end-date 

Negative amount opportunity support  
for clawbacks

Accounting ledger format file -  

details and summary



Answers to Your ASC 606 FAQs 

Organizations come to Spiff looking for customized solutions to meet their unique 
challenges and needs as it relates to commission and reporting. Below is a list of the 
top four frequently asked questions. If your question isn’t answered below, reach out to 
us today!

How do you handle fringe benefits when it’s tied to your commission expenses? 

Along with expensing commission amounts owed to sales reps, the tool allows users 
to include estimated fringe benefit amounts in capitalization and amortization. All 
that is needed is an estimate of roughly how much the fringe benefit adds to the 
commission amount and it is added to the calculation.
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EXPENSING OVERVIEW 

What are the different amortization options? 

Expense immediately, average over a given period of time, or dynamic amortization. 
Dynamic amortization allows for the usage of any field or function available and 
dynamically adjusts the amortization schedule on each commissioned amount.  
Additionally, if needed, choose between practical expedient or different proration 
schemes (either even or daily). 

How does the system know which dates to use for the amortization  
and capitalization?

Spiff connects directly to your data, allowing us to utilize your native objects and 
fields in the determination of capitalization or amortization dates. There are also 
normalized dates within Spiff (such as the date at which the commission was 
calculated) that can be used as well.
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Example: An estimated 401k employer match on each commission is roughly 4% 
of the commission amount. Spiff will take the commission amount multiplied by 
the estimated percentage (4% in this example) and will include that as part of the 
commission expense report with the corresponding journal entries. 



Answers to Your ASC 606 FAQs (continued)

Spiff is a leading sales compensation platform 
that automates commission calculations and 
motivates teams to drive top-line growth. 

Schedule Demo

EXPENSING OVERVIEW 

What is in the report? 

The comprehensive expense report includes information such as: Account Names, 
Asset Names, Asset Identifiers, Related Commission Plan, Related Commission 
Payout Rule, Statement Period in which it was paid, Journal Name, Journal Number, 
Expense Type, Entry Type (Debit or Credit), Period of Benefit, Capitalization Date, 
Capitalized Amount, Amortized Amount to Report Run Date, Expense Start and End 
Dates, Payees, Currency Code, Amortization Amounts by Period.
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https://spiff.com/demo/

